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Abstract

After a brief historical introduction, the paper proceeds to derive

expressions for the available work of a thermodynamic system while the latter

interacts with the passive environment.  The passive environment is modelled
as a union of three idealized reservoirs, one each of energy, volume and
matter.  The available work is defined as the optimum amount--largest or

smallest--exchanged in the circumstances, given a prescribed initial and final
state of the system.  Two types of system are studied: closed systems and open

flow systems, and the interaction is progressively enlarged to include, in
three steps, the transfer of heat, the transfer of work and the transfer of

matter.  Available work is the difference between the exergy of states 1 and

2, the exergy of a state being defined as the optimum work achievable against
a final state which is one of equilibrium with the surroundings. It is shown
that exergy so defined is not a unique quantity for a given system and state,

because it also depends on the kind of interaction permitted and, therefore,
on the kind of equilibrium achieved.

Exergy and not energy is found to represent the preferred measure of a
system's "capacity to perform  work".

Remarks are made about the contemporary terminology of this field, and

regrets are expressed concerning the present-day proliferation of terms.

1.  Historical introduction

Availability, conceived in its broadest sense, is one of those concepts- -

not infrequent in thermodynamics--which has been discovered and rediscovered

independently by a string of physicists and engineers.  Many writers trace
this concept to M. Gouy (1889) [1], many others to J.W. Gibbs (1873,1875)[2,3].
Some  [4]  see its beginning in P.G. Tait C1868)[5], J.C. Maxwell (1871)[6]  and
Lord Kelvin (1879) [7] . The concept was certainly known to and used by A.
Stodola (1898, 1905) [8,9]  and to M.E. Jouguet (1907)[10], both of whom quote
Gouy.  Halfway across, the.cause of availability, and the closely related con-
cept of exergy, was taken up by J.H. Keenan  (1932) [11] who refers to G.
Darrieus  (1930) [12], and later by H.D. Baehr  (1962) [13] who based much of his
work  on  Z. Rant (1956)[14]   and F. Bosnj akovic (1935)[15]. R.B. Evans (1969)
[16] re-introduced the term for chemical work and mixing first mentioned by

J.W. Gibbs.  A line of development which is largely unknown in the West is re-

presented by the untranslated treatises of J. Szargut (1965)[17] and J.

Madej ski   (1977) [18] . The concept is presented clearly  in the recent textbook
of V.A. Kirillin, V.V. Sychev and A.E. Sheindlin (1976)[19].

This is not the place to sort out priorities or to present an historically

researched account of the fits and starts in the development of this and related
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concepts.  An excellent historical essay is contained in R.W. Haywood's [4]

Appendix 4 and in J. Szargut's treatise [17].

The fact that we are now holding a conference on available work more than

one hundred years after the first appearance of this idea in the scientific

literature signifies that its importance was slow to emerge.  The excessive

complexity of many expositions, the absence of crisp descriptions of the sy-
stems considered in the argument and the traditional clinging to analysis by

cycles have blurred the essentially simple message.  This accounts for the fact
that many equations written down by some authors are tantalizingly different

from those written down by others, even though, on first sight, we expect them
to be identical. Some of the.blur is semantic in nature and is due to the fact
that no clearly organized terminology has evolved--not surprising in the face

of such an uneven history of development.  At one stage I intended to list the
terms used by the many authors on the subject in order to distill from them a

set that would meet with least resistance.  I found this impractical and reluc-

tantly join the long line of my predecessors, each of whom has set up his own
vocabulary. I shall do this as I go along, but must warn the reader that my
meaning is not always the same as that of another expositor of the subject.  A

glossary has been added as Section 12.

Clearly enough, I claim no originality or priority of discovery·.  My sole

aim is to give a simple, straightforward, but logically coherent statement of

the ideas and the motivation for their wider adoption in the future than they

have enjoyed in the past.  I similarly refrain from considering detailed appli-
cations which have been developed in great abundance I13,15,17,19].

2.  Motivation

The set of concepts which we discuss under the broad heading of "available

work" serves to formalize several general observations concerning industrial
processes in thermodynamic terms and so to make way for statements concerning

their efficiency. The function of thermodynamics is to establish. the most gen-
eral principles which allow us to judge what the optimum is in given circum-

stances, and what is the maximum that we can extract from our natural resources.

Since tliey are exhaustible, we wish to "conserve" them, that is to use them
sparingly as we proceed to achieve our economic goats.

The first observation is that all industrial processes occur in the terres-

trial atmosphere which, for all practical purposes, is an inexhaustible source

(or Jink) .of: energy, work, and matter. The energy of the atmosphere can be
increased (or decreased) by an exthange of heat.  The atmosphere can perform an

unlimited amount of work, or have an unlimited amount of work performed on it,
by expanding or contracting volumes against its pressure.  Finally, certain

chemical species present in it can be withdrawn and all others can be exhaled

into it.

...
In addition to being inexhaustible, we assume that energy, work, and matter

can be obtained from or dumped into the atmosphere at no cost (in the economic

sense).

2
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The second observation is that industrial processes are possible by virtue
of the fact that there exist in nature substances which. are not in equilibrium

with the atmosphere. These  are the na,tukal  ke6 ou/Lce6. In contrast  with  the
atmosphere, we attach an economic value to our natural resources and are, par-
ticularly recently, acutely aware that they are not inexhaustible.  This is the
consequence of the fact that by forcing such natural resources to change their
thermodynamic state in an industrial installation, we can produce work. This

work Cor "energy" in the contemporary media) is considered most valuable (in
the economic sense).

 

The third observation is that th.e most we can do in any. circumstances is
to change the thermodynamic state of the resource to one of equilibrium with
the atmosphere, that is to reduce it to a state of equilibrium with the sur-

roundings.  When this happens, no further useful processes are possible, and
for this reason we call such a state pa,63ive with respect to the surroundings
or  the  dead  6.tate. We surmise   that the corresponding amount   of work trans -

ferred outside the system will be optimum, subject to the fulfillment of certain
conditions, here to be discovered.

The fourth observation is that the work made available outside one system
at the expense of a natural resource can, in turn, in another system, be uti-
lized to transform the state of certain other substances present passively in

the atmosphere and so to confer on them an enhanced economic value.

In all cases, the concept  of a "change  in the thermodynamic state" includes
the trans formation  of the nature of substances through. chemical reactions.

In the spirit  of H. Callen's The/zmodgnam,Ec,6   [20], we recognize  that  the
manipulation of internal or external constraints causes a generally irreversible
process to occur as a result of which subsystems within the system, or the

system and the passive surroundings, transfer some extensive quantity (volume,
V, energy, U, quantities, n., of matter) and tend to equalize a corresponding

intensive property. This e talization is not achieved if the process is arrested
at some intermediate state.

The type of interaction that occurs between the system and the passive

surroundings depends on the character of the system's boundary, that is, on the
partition placed between the system and the atmosphere.  Following the usual
practice, we shall consider adiabatic versus diathermal walls, rigid versus

-            deformable walls, and impermeable versus semi-permeable or completely pervious
walls.

We can now anticipate that the amount of work (positive or negative)

obtainable (or required) in given circumstances will depend on:

(a) The thermodynamic characteristics of the atmosphere.

(b) The type of system considered.
(c) The types of interaction permitted between the system

and the atmosphere.
(d) The initial and final state of the system.
(e) The rate of dissipation produced within the system.

3
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In the light of these remarks, we recognize that the optimum work, which we
shall call avaitabLe work cannot be described by a single formula and that the
detailed nature of each formula must be adapted to circumstances.  Nevertheless,
it is feasible to subsume all possible cases under a small number of categories

            which, in a manner sanctified by long use in thermodynamics, will rest onideauzed mode£,6 of atmosphere, system, and allowed type of interaction.  Natu-
rally enough, these models constitute no more than convenient conventions.

3.  Model of the atmosphere:  the passive environment

The model of the atmosphere, for which we propose the term pa.66ive envikon-
ment, is conceived as a union of three very large reservoirs, an energy reser-
voir, a volume reservoir and a reservoir of mass containing V chemical species.
The intensive state of the passive surroundings is described by

*
temperature T  for the energy reservoir
pressure P* for the volume reservoir
v chemical potentials u * for the mass reservoir.

** ** **
We picture ·that the conjugate extensive variables, U   ,V    and n.   are so

large that the reservoirs remain in internal equilibrium during intera tion with
man-made devices, or, what amounts to the same, that the relaxation times for a
return to equilibrium are much shorter for the passive environment than for the
system under consideration.  Consequently, the reservoirs forming the passive
environment are capable of performing only revets,Ebte processes.

The three. hypothetical reservoirs are depicted schematically in Figure  1,
each. shown interacting with the system The energy reservoir exchanges heat Q,

*;
the volume reservoir exchanges work W  , and the mass reservoir exchanges mat-

ter, ni, along a number of channels, only one of which is shown.  We adopt a
sign convention consistent with that for the system, and stipulate

Q>0 when transferred into the system and out of the

passive environment

W**>0 when transferred out of the system and into the

passive environemnt

W>0 when made available hy system for use outside it

n.>0 when transferred into the system and out of the
1

passive environment.

In what follows, we shall allow our systems to undergo the following sequence of
interactions:

(il)  Transfer of heat
(i2)  Transfer of heat and work               ·                 (1)
Ci3)    Transfer  of  heat,  .work,  and  mass.

'

Each interaction causes the thermodynamic extensive properties of the atmos-
phere to change, and we now write down the corresponding expressions.  For the

energy reservoir:

5



** ** **       *
Au = -Q; AV =0; as - - Q/T . (2a)

For the volume reservoir:

Au**= O;  Av**= - (V2-Vl);  As**= O;t   w**= p*(v2-vl) .  (2b)

Here the symbols without the asterisk refer to the system proper.  .The mass
reservoir must be treated as an open system, and we shall revert to it in
Section 11.  In all cases, the system proper is capable of producing (or ab-
sorbing) a quantity of work W which, unlike W**, can be· exploited for the
attainment of our economic goals (or which must be paid for if W < 01.

In writing down equations we make no distinction between mass units and
mole units, and interpret the symbol ni as a measure of the quantity of matter.
The insertion of the appropriate quantities is merely a matter of unit conver-

sion which can be conveniently handled at the time when numerical results are
desired.

4.  Man-made systems

From a practical point of view, we can classify all systems that we wish
to consider into

prime movers,P characterized.by W > -0,
and receivers R characterized by W < 0.

The latter consume work to effect a change in state.

Except for Sections 6 and 8 and an occasional remark, we shall conduct
our discussion in terms of prime movers, P , noting that all equations apply
to receivers, R , and require merely a change in the sign of all quantities.

From the point of view of applications, we shall consider two further
classes of systems: closed systems   (Ct)  and flow systems   (FL) . The closed
system was depicted schematically in Figure 1.  The open flow system is shown
sketched in Figure 2.  In both cases the symbolic shaft reminds us that the
system produces utilizable work, W, or consumes it at some other system's
expense.

The state of the closed system must,.clearly, be described by more.than
just two variables.  We envisage that it consists of a number of internally cons-
trained subsystems,   and  that a process  1+2 is released  in  it  by the manipula-
tions of some internal constraints.  Thus, the symbols U, H, S, etc., used for

it denote sums of the corresponding extensive properties of all subsystems.
Intensive properties of the closed system do not occur in the present theory.
Specifically, we do not require them to be uniform across the subsystems;
they do, however, belong in the specification of the state of the subsystems.

t
Because a reversible compression or expansion in the volume reservoir occurs
adiabatically and hence isentropically.

6
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As far as the open system is concerned, we assume steady-state operation,
so that

Q = 4t;  W = Wt;  Ni = Ait, etc.                          (3)

Here t is an arbitrary time interval.  With this in mind, it is seen that all

equations for open systems may be written interchangeably as rate equations or
equations for a process 1+2.

In most cases which follow, we shall show one inlet channel and one exit
channel.  It is, however, understood that the number (generally different) of
inlet channels and exit channels is arbitrary and that sums over all inlet or
exit cross-sections are implied.  This, and the adoption of the summation con-
vention of repeated indices, j for the inlet, k for the exit, and i for the
general case, will simplify the exposition.

The precedilng classification reduces our task to the derivation of for-
mulae of work for six cases:

(il) :  Ct ; Ft.
(i 2) :  CL ; Ft. (.4)
(i 3) :  CZ ; Re.

It is, actually, apparent  that the case  (i 2) does not exist if only steady-

state flow systems are considered.  Consequently, only five distinct cases
' occur.

As a final convention we assume that the resource for P operations is given

to us at state 1.  The resource need not consist of a single substance; it may
appear  in the form of a mixture of unrelated streams,  as in combustion.  .Each
subsystem, however, will occur at a definite intensive state and will be char-
acterized by temperatures Tl,j' pressures Pl,j and a set of internal variables
(composition, extent of chemical reaction, etc., all translatable into a set
Ai : of affinities for each stream).  In the reverse, or R operation, the same
.,4is true, because a complex installation may be employed to produce several mixed

or separated streams.

5.  The principles  [(il) and (i 2)].

In order to develop our equations and to draw the appropriate conclusions,

we have recourse to three principles.  We shall write them down here for the
interactions  (i 1) and  (i 2) , reserving  the  case  (i 3) for Section  11.    The
three principles are:

Conservation of mass:   This is always implied,  but  is  Rept  in the back.-
ground.  There will be no need to write it down explicitly.

Conservation of energy:  This takes the form of the First Law of thermo-

dynamics.  Specifically:

CZ: Q-W=U-U (Sal2        1
FZ: Q- W=H -Hl (-55)

8



When flow systems are analyzed it may become necessary to include the

kinetic and potential energy of the streams at 1 and 2. In such cases there
is no need to change anything except to assign a proper interpretation to the

symbols Hl and H2 in eqn. (Sb), namely

H  =A- .(h_ . + 1 V2 j  + gzl
1    1,1  1,1   Z   ,        ,j)t           

                 (6al

(sum over j),

H2 = 112,k(h2,k + F 1/2,k  + gz2,k)tz (6b)

(sum over k).

Here  V  is the stream velocity and  z  is its elevation over the reference
elevation  z*= 0 assigned to the passive environment.

Some authors write equation (Sb) in the shorthand form

Q-W= -Aihit                                                 (71

(sum  over i, quantities positive  for  i=j and negative
for   i  =  k; ) ,

or

Q- W= - IHi ,                       C81
with. an obvious interpretation for H. . However, though convenient in certain
contexts, we shall not need to use tAis compact notation in the present paper.

Here, later in·this section, as well as in the case of closed composite
-   systems, it is necessary to carefully normalize the constants in all exten-

sive properties, such as U, H, S, etc.  [23] .

Conservation of entropy:  We write it in the form

**
S  -S  +A S  =0.                                        (912     1

Here Sl' S2 refer to the system and are to be interpreted as

Sl = Ai,j si,jt.   and   S2 = A2,k 52,kt
(10a,b)

(sums over j,k). ,

/ in the case of a flow system.  The entropy change of the passive environment is
represented by AS**and defined in eqns. (2a,b). The entbopy production  or
enthopy genehLution  term is denoted  by e.

It is evident that eqn. (9) is a statement of the Second Law applied to an
isolated system and conceived as a union of the system proper and the passive
environment.  The difference between the initial and final entropy of such an

9



adiabatic system, dedined here as enttopy production, must be positive or
zero depending on whether the process 1 +2 under consideration is irreversible
or reversible. Thus

e>o (>0 irrev.; = 0 rev.). (11)

6.  Systems interacting with passive environment through rigid diathermal
wall only [(i 1) interaction]

We now consider our two systems, Ct and FL, operating between two pre-
scribed states land 2, so that an irreversible process 1+ 2 results.  At
first we limit attention to systems which are allowed to interact with the

passive environment through rigid diathermal walls only.  In the case of the
open Fl system, we picture the existence of mass reservoirs which are artifi-
cially maintained and independent of the passive environment.  This is the
(i 1) interaction listed in  (1).

Both forms, (Sa) and (Sb), of the First Law indicate, as every student
of thermodynamics is sure to know,.that the work W is not uniquely prescribed

by the states  1  and  2. A decrease  in work performed  (W  > 0) through ineffi-
ciency is reflected as a decrease in heat extracted from the passive reservoir
if Q>O o r a n increase in the' amount rejected to it, if Q<0.  When R systems
are   involved,   W   <  0,   and the amount   of work consumed,  | W| , increases  with.
Q, decreasing if Q>0 and increasing if Q<0.  Restrictions on the work W can
only be consequences of the Second Law.

** A simEle elimination of Q from eqns. (Sa) and (Sb) and (9) with
AS  = -Q/T  from eqn. (2a,b) leads to the results that

* *

for  Ce:   W = Ul- U 2 -  T  (Sl- S2) - T   0,                                      (.12a)
* *

for Ft  W = Hl-H2 - T (Sl-S2) - T e. (12b)

Since  by the second  part  of the Second  Law,  eqn.   (11),  we  must  have  0  1 0,
it follows that the quantities

*

for  Ct:   W' = Ul- U2 - T  (Sl- S2) ' (13a)

*

for  Ft   W' = Hl- H2  - T  (Sl- S21 ' (13b)

are as large as they can be in the circumstances and that they can only be
achieved  by the hypothetical revebsibte process 1+2. Moreover.,  WI  in  each
case is uniquely defined by the states 1 and 2 of the system and the tem-
perature T* of the passive environment.  Finally, the optimum quantity is in-
dependent  of the details  of the reversible process 1. +2. +B y contrast,   the
entropy production 0 in eqns. (12a,b) is not a thermodynamic property, varies

t Much  of  the superfluous complexity  of many presentations  of  the  subj ect stems
from the fact that the authors calculate WO along specifically selected reveksi-
b£e paths 1 +2.  There is nothing wrong with this procedure, because anY re-
versible path will do, but the derivation unnecessarily overwhelms the reader.

10



from  irreversible  path 1+2 t o irreversible  path  1+2,   and  can  only be deter-
mined if the full process details are known.

Many textbooks, including  my  own (21], refer  to  W'  as   the  maximum  wokk.
It is preferable to use the alternative expression avaitabie work for it, be-
cause Wo is not a true maximum with respect to e.  When W > 0, Wo is a
Supkemum ,  i.e. the largest value over the open interval 0<e< + 00.  When
W <  0,       Wo    is  an .016.Onum,  or the smallest value  over  the  same open interval.
At no point does the derivative of 40 vanish with respect to the variable par-
ameter 8.

The two sets of equations, (12a,b) and (13a,b) can be contracted into one
by defining a new thermodynamic function, E , which we shall call exekgy, re-
serving a fuller discussion for Section 9.  Thus we define

*
for Ct:    E  =U-TS-E , (14a)  (.i 11

* -
for Ft:   E=H-TS-E , (.14b)  (i 2)

where  E  denotes an additive constant to be selected rationally also in Sec-
tion 9. This allows us to write

*
W=E  -E -T e, (15a)12
0W=E -F (15b)1 -2'

for  the   (i 1) interaction.

7.     Extension to interaction through deformable  wall   [ (i 2) interaction] .

It is easy to extend the preceding results to include interaction through
a deformable system boundary.  As long as the F£ system is assumed to be in
steady-state, and as long as a receptacle of substances at pressure P2 is avail-
able, eqns. (12b), (13b) and (14b) continue to apply.  The only modification
is the appearance of work

**    *

W        =   P    (V2 -Vl) (16)
**

which is now transferred from system to*Eassive environment.  When W > 0, this
work cannot be put to good use.  When W  < 0, this work is free.  For these

reasons we subtract it from W and display it separately. In order not to com-
plicate matters, we retain the symbol W for this utilizable work, and replace
eqns. (12a) and (13a) with

*                                             *                                                       *

W = Ul-U2 +  P  (Vl-V21 - T  (Sl  -  S2)  - T e. (17)
0                                *                               *

W = Ul-U2 + P (Vl-V2) - T (Sl - S21, (.18)

It is clear that the new definitions

*       *                                       (19a)  (i 2)for Ct: E=U+PV-TS-E'
for  FZ:       E  =  H  -  T*S  - F (19b)  Ui 2)C 1

11



allow us to retain the validity of the equations
*

W=E -E2- T e, (20a)

Wo = E - F (2Ob)
1   -2'

also for the (i 2) interaction.

The difference between the definitions in eqns.  (19a) and (19b) should be

noted with respect to the alternative forms:
*        *

CZ: E=U+PV-TS-E (2la)
*

FZ: E=U+PV-TS- E , (2lb)

*
in which the pressure P(Pl'P2) instead of P ·is operative in Re as against CZ.
This is understandable in ihe light of our assumptions:  a rigid boundary in
the former case and a deformable boundary in the later.

8.  Dissipation and irreversibility

The most general pair of equations (2Oa,b) together with. the two forms
(Sa,b) of the First Law, allow us to represent the entropy production as

*
Te=  Wo -W=Qo-Q, (22)

where  Q'  is heat transferred during the hypothetical reversible process  1+2.
The quantity

*

$ = T e Wo- W=Qo -Q (23)

occurs  in the literature under a variety of designations: "uncompensated  heat",
' "dissipation", "work dissipated" (into heat),  "work lost". Similarly,  the

quantity e which  we call eFLOLopy productc.on (-of process  1 + 2) appears  as  "en-
tropy generation", as well as "entropy generated" or "produced" during the

i irreversible process.

Any one of these quantities can be used as an absofute mea,6uke 06 Dele-
ve,uib,666tg for process  1+2 i n the presence  of our passive environment .
Some writers prefer to use the following relative mea u,te,6 06 .01,4.evebbibitaf/:
the u.t,66£z a.©Eon 6ac.tor or relative efficiency for P operation

*

n = W-1. i .1-T i e (1 1) (24)- 2- 'w  w
the utitization Sactor or relative efficiency for R operation

|Wo|         1                1
n=l W i

*O. (25)
1 + D/ Wo  1 + T e/'W 1

12



The utilization factor, n., is sometimes called "effectiveness".

The profusion of essentially equivalent concepts and the even greater

proliferation of terms  to  name  them is confusing,  but  it  is  a  "fact  of  life".
Any discussion about the intrinsic merits of one as against another is barren,
and all that matters is that their origin, unity and mutual relationships

should be recognized.  At best one can express a preferencet and hope for a
recognized standardization.

The general equation (22) can also be given the form

El-E2- We= (26)*
T

which often proves very convenient.  Some authors [e.9. 17,19] call the pre-

ceding equations the Gouy»Stodola theorem.  Any one of the equivalent forms is
an expression of the general dissipation theorem of thermodynamics [24].

9.  Dead state. Exergy

In all our preceding considerations, we have assumed that state 1 as
well as state 2 was given.  This led us to the conclusion that the best that
we can do is to arrange for the process to be reversible, when the available
work Wo will be produced or consumed.  We now ask which of all possible pro-
cesses is optimal, when only state 1 is prescribed.  As long as state 2 fails
to reach temperature and pressure equilibrium with the passive environment, it
is  possible to devise a further process  2+3  and to augment  Wo  (W >  0)  on  con-
dition, evidently, that the entropy production for this process is non-negative.
This possibility ceases when all subsystems of system CZ and all exit streams
of system FZ reach a temperature T* and a.pressure P*.  In the latter case, the*

elevation    z   =0    must be reached,  and the velocity  must be reduced  to  Vi.  =0.
Following J. H. Keenan, we call this the dead state. We further adopt the
convention

The   exergy  06   a  system  in  a  given  state  1   25   dedined   aA   the
available work obtainabie when 3tate 2 1,6 11,e dead state.

In this definition it is clearly understood that the nature of the system has
been defined together with the particular kind of equilibrium with the passive
environment demanded of the dead state.

t

I prefer e (entropy production),  as an absolute measure, because of its utility

in continuum thermodynamics  [22],  and n (u.666£zation 6actok),  as a relative mea-
sure, by force of engineering habit, even though two separate ddfinitions are
needed  for it. Names for (concrete)  phl/6/caL Quan.t,Otle  ending in "ility"
(availability, irreversibility, etc.) should be avoided because they get con-
fused with the names  for the related (abstract) concepts.

13
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It is an immediate consequence of this definition that we must adopt
the convention                                                             -

*
E=0 (dead state), (27)

which, in turn, fixes the additive constant introduced in Section 7 at

CZ: F * * * * *   *
=U + P V - T S = G
****

FZ:     E=H  -T S  =G,

or

*
E- = G . (28)

t
In words, we find that the additive constant is equal to the Gibbs free energy
of the system when all its parts (or exit streams) are in temperature and pres-

sure equilibrium with the passive environment.

With this convention, we now write explicitly

*                      *                      *
Ct: E= U+P V-T S- .G (.29a)  Ci. 2)

* *
FZ: E=H-T S-G (29h) (1 21'

in replacement of eqns. (19a,b)

Colloquially speaking, the exergy of a system can be taken as.a measure of
its capacity to perform work when coupled in a pre6cAkbed Way to a conveniently
defined passive environment.  Like many concepts in this field, much meta-
physics has been composed on its behalf, because its essential dependence on
convention is often forgotten.     Much  has   also been written about exergy veA.6 U.6
energy on the erroneous view (still perpetuated in elementary textbooksl that
energy represents a system' s "capacity to perform  work".    No such intrinsic
quantity exists, md energy cannot a 60,Ltioki pretend to be it.  The well-worn
example  of a perfect  gas at temperature  T  and three pressures,  Pl >  P*,  P2  =  P*,
and  P3 < P* confronts  us with three systems of equal (but completely undefined)
energy in the thermodynamic sense.  The systems at Pl and P3 have non-zero
exergies and definite capacities to perform work (in the sense explained above),
whereas system P2 Possesses no such capacity. Similarly, the "capacity to per-
form work" of a geothermal brine cannot be measured by its enthalpy difference,
h(T) - h(T*), as is sometimes done, whereas its specific exergy serves the pur-

pose admirably [25,26].

*t It is the Helmholtz free energy  F  for    (i 1)  in eqn.  (14al of Section 6.
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Many   authors   use   the term "avai.1 ability function"   for   E.       Some   feel   the
need to give a,name ("anergy"t). to the term·T*(S - S*l.   I do not believe that            I
this is .any more useful than giving different names to exergy depending on

whether  Cill or  C.i 2) equilibrium is discussed or whether we are interested in
a closed or open system.  After all, we do not feel the need to give different
names to energy, enthalpy or entropy to match  .a particular context.

It seems to me that the real culprit is the idea, bequeathed to us by
force of habit from phlogiston  days, that somehow our machinery  "converts"  en-
ergy from "one form to another", energy being taken sometimes as the internal
energy of the system and sometimes as the "heat content" or enthalpy of a
stream measured above an agreed level.  The facts do not support this mode of
thinking, because energy is not a weightless indestructible substance, and no
absolute value of energy can be assigned to a Jing,ee state of a system .[273.

The exergy of pure substances can be represented graphically as an area in

a T,S or a segment in an H,S diagram.  It is also possible to employ exergy as
a coordinate in E, S diagrams.  Details can be found in [11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19,

253 .

10. Note on internal variables

The optimal available work, W", defined by

woo (301
*

=E l-E  =E l

together  with the definitions (29a,b),  or the equivalent definition  for  the
case Ce (111 , is still not unique, in spite of the fact that the mode of inter-
action with. a specified passive ·environment has*been 12id down.  This has to do
with the fact that to a given pair of values, T  and P , of temperature and

pressure there may correspond a large string of dead states if the system con-
tains, as it usually does, a set of internal constraints. Internal constraints
may take different forms,   such  as, for example,  a  very slow reaction  rate  in  a
chemical system.

The theory of thermodynamic stability [28.1 provides a clear clue to the
quest  for the optimum among  all the optimal values  of Woo = El:    it  is  that
value for which. G* is a minimum at T*= const, P*= const, that is that state
which results  when "all internal constraints  have been removed". Even this

rule is not quite unambiguous.  It is clear enough. in the presence of chemical

reactions, but much depends on what we consider feasible in given circumstances.
Sometimes the final composition attainable  is  subj ect to practical limitations
and a knowledge of what could be attained after all internal constraints have

t Sometimes defined as "energy which cannot be transformed into exergy".  This* *
is semantically acceptable only if T.(S-S 1, 0. There exist galvanic cells
(and many other systems) for which T*(S - S*) < 0 and, therefore,

*         *                         *                                       *

E  =     (U-U)   +   |T   (S-  S ) |   >  U  - U (assuming  here  that  V  =  V  ) .

15



been lifted is not helpful in assessing the degree of imperfection of an eco-
nomically or technologically realizable installation.  For this reason, the
dead state must be defined in some detail in concrete cases.t

*
When a·minimum of G  is sought, it must never be forgotten that all ex-

tensive variables contain arbitrary constants.  These disappear from the ac-

counting when differences are formed only if they have been properly norma-
lized between the initial state and the dead state [23].  The importance of
this remark, already made in Section 5, cannot be overemphasized.

11.  Systems interacting with passive environment through

semipermeable membranes  [ (i 3) interaction]

The last step that remains to be taken is the calculation of the addi-
tional work, W', that can be gained by allowing an exchange of mass between

-   the system and the mass reservoir of the passive environment.  The driving
force for each species is the difference between the chemical potential of
that species in the system and its chemical potential in the environment cre-
ated by the different state and composition of the system and the environment.

For convenience we perform the calculation for the species as they exist
in the system after expansion to a state of unconstrained equilibrium at P*

and T* characterized in the preceding section.  We recognize that this last
step is identical for Ct and Ft systems, because an identical transfer of mass
is involved in both.

The method of derivation can be explained with reference to Fig. 3 which

shows a container at P*,T* representing the system as a semipermeable membrane
for s,P-ecies k.  Outside this membrane, the species. exists at the membrane'pres-

sure§ P  and its specific Gibbs function is identical with the chemical poten-

tial Uk
Thus,

*   0* *
Lik = gk (pk'T ) (31)

and by the homogeneity theorem of the Gibbs free energy, the free energy of the       -
system is

* *
G=Un (32)

k-k  '

t

To give an absurd example:  Should we require that the metal of an industrial
installation must be oxidized and dispersed in the passive environment?

§As in I 213 we make a distinction between the membrane pressure of a general
system and the partial pressure of a perfect gas.  Some authors use the term
"partial pressure" in the more general sense, iie. as a synonym for our mem-
brane pressure.
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P*,T*
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*
nk /Lk

7     -pk*

1 .
T*    Q 4           <</ 0

»1*Pk *
'll' I // --

P*,T* * nk
mass reservoir

Figure 3.  Idealized engine for mass transfer.
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because
*       *

uk =  (36 / 3 nk) T* D
* (.33)

1    j.

The species k is now allowed to pass through a flow device performing the

additional work Wi, exchanging the additional heat Qi , and changing its state
to one of membrane equilibrium with the mass reservoir of the passive environ-
ment.  The latter has a different composition.  Therefore, the membrane pres-

sure P * is different from P  and the chemical potential.u * 0 11  .

We continue by writing the energy balance and entropy balance equations
for the sum over all species, and prefer to employ the rate form.  The First
Law yields

**    *

Q' - W' = nk(hk  - hk) (34)

The Second Law is somewhat more complex, because we must account for the en-

tropy carried by the streams  nk . 'These are

* **
-n s and

+nksk   'kk

giving

-  '    +    Ak (sk.  - sk) (35)

where 6' is the additional entropy production rate.  Elimination of the heat

rate Q', in a manner analogous to that in Section 6, leads to the result that

* * * ** * ** *.

W' = nk(hk - T sk) - nk(hk -T s) -T e' . (36)k

Rewriting for a finite time, t, and noting that

**** ** * ** **

hk - T sk =Uk   and   hk  - T sk  = Uk   '

as well as that

* *

nkuk  =  G  ,

we can transform equation (.36) to

*      **    *

W'=G  -nkuk -T e' . (37)

In this manner we recognize that the additional term in exergy due to mass
transfer is

18
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*      **

W'O =G  - nkMk
' (38)

The last term in eqn. (38) cannot be contracted to represent the Gibbs func-
tion of the passive mass reservoir because the n  denote the quantities of
each species as they are present in equilibriumt  t P* and T* in the system.

However, the specific Gibbs free energy

*** **

 k (P  ,T) = Lik

is that which is characterized by the intensive state of the atmosphere. *In
other words,   the  W  are intensive 'properties  of the system, whereas  the  pk
are intensive properties of the passive environment.

Summing with the terms in eqns. (.29a,b), we obtain the final expressions

*                  *.**
CZ: E=U+P V-T S-n k u k (39a) (1 3)

*       **

Ft:          E  =H-TS  -nkuk ' (39b) (i 3)

The available work of a process 1+2 is still given by eqn. (2Ob) and the
actual work by eqn. (20a).  The presence of mass transfer (by diffusion, across

phase boundaries into the atmosphere, etc.) causes the final state 2 to be dif-
ferent than it would be in its absence, for a prescribed state 1.  Even in the
ideal, reversible case, the work W'O represented by two terms in eqn. (38),
namely

*    **

W ' = nk(Uk - uk )'                                            (38a)

may turn out to be negative for some systems.  This will occur, for example,

for a mixture of gases in which the components of the system have lower
partial pressures than those in the surrounding atmosphere.  Increasing their

partial pressures after separation through semipermeable membranes will re-.
quire work to be done on them,  (W" < 0), in the presence of otherwise positive
work  (W > 0) .   In such cases the coupling of the system to the passive environ-
ment through semipermeable membranes may become questionable.

Some authors call the terms in eqn. (39a,b) by a separate name--e66ekgg--
meaning by it the e,63ence of enekgy.  I find it difficult to agree that this
quantity is an essence of anything, least of all of energy, for the same reason
that  I obj ected to "anergy" in Section 9. Besides,   I  deplore the proliferation
of terms.

t It is immaterial whether the equilibrium is constrained or not,  as  long as  the
same composition is stipulated for Gi .  Unconstrained equilibrium must be pos-
tulated for optimum work.
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12.  Short glossary of terms

Sober common sense convinces that only a handful of special terms is
needed in this field.  Here is my selection:

available work optimum work achievable by a hypothetidal reversible
process between two specified states of a specified

{wol system which interacts in a specified manner with the

passive environment

dead state a state of specified equilibrium reached by a system
which interacts in a specified manner with the passive

{supersc. *} environment

dissipated work difference between work. performed by a system during

{Wo - W = Qo- Q} process between the same end states
irreversible process 1+2 and a hypothetical reversible

{0 = T*e}

energy {U} a much abused term nowadays (especially in the media):

here it designates the thermodynamic function
12

u + T 1/,   + gz

where  u  is the specific internal energy of a system--
a "constitutive" potential function whose absolute
value at any slyzgte state has no physical meaning, be-
cause it contains an arbitrary additive constant »,

entropy production  entropy difference of the union of thermodynamic
system and passive environment measured between two

{e} given states 1 and 2 of the system; preferred absolute
measure of irreversibility

exergy {E} the exergy of a specified system at a specified state
is the available work obtainable in process to final
state which is one of specified equilibrium with. the
passive environment (dead state)

membrane pressure pressure achieved by a pure species when in isothermal
equilibrium with a mixture across a semipermeable mem-

{P} brane pervious only to this species; (equal to partial
pressure in a mixture of perfect gasesl

passive environment idealized model of terrestrial atmosphere pictured as

environment union of (i) reservoir of energy, (ii) reservoir of
*         * * * volume,· (iii) reservoir gf matter; its intensive state

{T ,· P, tti   defined by temperature T , pressure P* and chemical**
potentials of specified species remains unaffectedVi
by interactions with system

20



reservoir idealized component of model of terrestrial atmosphere

(passive environment) characterized by constant inten-
sive state, by a permanent state of internal equilibrium
(zero relaxation time) and an inability to perform irre-

versible processes.

resource material found in nature (or created artificially) in a
state of disequilibrium with the passive environment

utilization ratio of actual work, W, to available work, W , in
0

factor {n} forward operation   (W > 0)  and its inverse in reverse
operation  (W <0 1;  n  =  W/Wo dr n   =   1 Wo 1/    1 W I    ;   state   2
may be stipulated for it; preferred relative measure
of irreversibility.
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